
 
 
 
 

 
 
In a February 6, 2012 analysis (When Channels Fail) we presented a theoretical illustration and two 
real-world examples of markets that develop well defined up sloping channels and then showed 
what happened when those channels eventually failed.  We compared those examples to up 
channel development (shown on the above weekly continuation chart) that had been ongoing in 
gold since August 2009.   After a February recovery high at $1763 (black arrow on chart) we 
concluded that the market would probably be steady-to-higher into mid-March but that any price 
equivocating around the channel’s top lines and weakness into the high-$1600s would be 
worrisome. 
 
In the middle of March the market established a weekly "outside" top reversal range at $1792.30 
and the weekly 14-period stochastic indicator subsequently turned down thus shifting the 
intermediate-term momentum backdrop to negative.  Since then the market has traded defensively 
and prices have meandered lower, violating what we considered a key underlying support zone in 
the $1630 area.  Ongoing weakness clearly violated the channel’s uptrend line the week ended 
May 11, 2012 and last week the market reached a low at $1526.70 that was just above last 
December’s low of $1523.90.  Despite a $70 rally that established a constructive weekly bottom 
reversal range, there was no upside follow-through.  While not conclusive, the price bounce 
appears to have been only a reflexive snap back to the 2009 – 2012 uptrend line. 
 
On the above chart we show two intermediate-term indicators.  The weekly 10-period ADX Trend 
Indicator, as it’s name implies, attempts to define phases of sustained trending action.  We use the 
weekly 14-period stochastic oscillator as both an indicator of trend potential and a measure of trend 
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maturity (based on relative "overbought" and "oversold" levels).  The ADX has started to rise and is 
approaching the 21 threshold (dashed magenta line on indicator) that we use to identify the advent 
of a trending phase.  Stochastic readings are presently at their lower extreme below 20.   
 
The relatively low stochastic readings, although having neither a bullish divergence nor a flattening, 
imply potential for an impending price low.  However, it is important to note that when prices fail to 
respond to apparent "oversold" stochastic readings one is generally confronting an environment 
that is dominated by sustained if not powerful selling pressure. 
 
Applying a little artistic license to both indicators, we conclude that the gold market only needs to 
weaken a little more below its presently trading $1540 price to demonstrate  

a. that it is unresponsive to an intermediate-term "oversold" momentum condition 
b. that it is responsive to an intermediate-term down trending phase. 

 
In that case we would anticipate downward price acceleration similar to that shown in the channel 
examples of our February analysis.  Barring an almost immediate price return to the illustrated 
weekly channel above $1600,  the gold market appears vulnerable to further selling pressure.  We 
would need to see the active nearby Comex futures establish a weekly close above $1643 to impart 
a less negative market tone. 
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Charts constructed with Omega Research SuperCharts and Equis MetaStock. 
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